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Continental Mitsubishi offers special pre-paid maintenance incentive

Three oil changes and roadside assistance provided for just $99 from the Chicago-area
dealership

COUNTRYSIDE, Ill. (PRWEB) October 14, 2019 -- Continental Mitsubishi, a dealership serving the Chicago
area, is currently offering a special pre-paid maintenance incentive for customers. The offer includes three oil
changes and roadside assistance for just $99. This is a great way for buyers of a vehicle to save money on
scheduled maintenance and to stay prepared if their car were to encounter an issue out on the roads, especially
with the winter months approaching.

Pre-paid maintenance is purchased by customers to cover the cost of specific scheduled preventative
maintenance. It usually applies when a customer buys a new or used car from a dealer. A pre-paid maintenance
plan helps the customer save money; for example, each synthetic oil change from Continental Mitsubishi
normally costs $64.95. It also helps simplify the individual’s future service experience.

Roadside assistance will come in handy if one’s car breaks down, gets stuck or has another issue out on the
streets. With snowy weather on the horizon, this can be especially important. Winter is the time of year that
drivers most commonly need help with problems like dead batteries, flat tires and keys locked inside the
vehicle. Getting timely assistance when required is all the more essential as temperatures drop.

Continental Mitsubishi provides a wide range of maintenance procedures through their service center. These
include oil changes, tire replacements and collision work. There are a variety of service coupons and offers
available from the dealer, although the pre-paid maintenance plan cannot be combined with other offers or
promotions.

Individuals interested in the pre-paid maintenance offer from Continental Mitsubishi are encouraged to visit the
dealership website at www.continentalmitsubishi.com. Those who prefer the telephone can make a call to 708-
669-0497. Finally, prospective customers can also head out to the dealership location itself at 5800 S. La
Grange Road, Countryside.
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Contact Information
John Van Hecke
Continental Mitsubishi
http://www.continentalmitsubishi.com
708-669-0516

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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